In this paper, we propose an interactive virtual grasping system, enabling physically-realistic interaction between a user and virtual objects, using kinematic hand models whose motions are tracked and controlled in real-time by the user. Since hand tracking devices provide only one-way coupling between the user and kinematic hands resulting in penetrations and friction-less interaction, our method implements the contacts as Coulomb's friction model and includes a dynamic proxy hand in the system which follows the kinematic virtual hand to provide a two-way control loop for the physics interactions. Our system, taking advantage of the graphics and physics engine of Unity3D, presently allows us to interact with 3D objects in the virtual space in real-time with no visible latency. Moreover, to visually assist the user's grasping we render the hand model as transparent and provide visual markers at the contact locations. We demonstrate how the use of these tools helps us to perform real-time grasping tasks in complicated virtual environment.
INTRODUCTION
With the recent advancements in virtual reality (VR), 3D computer graphics and animations, the efforts to create and simulate virtual humans are becoming more and more popular, resulting in the emergence of new interaction devices that enables us to precisely sense the environment and gives us a new dimensional experience. These devices aiming to improve human-computer interaction (HCI) have changed and expanded the ways in which we can interact with a virtual environment [1] .
One of the main focuses of HCI is to make interaction easier and more intuitive allowing a large spectrum of people to better use the system [2] . This makes grasping, the most natural tool for human computer interaction as humans are accustomed with grasping to perform daily life tasks. Thus, grasping, as a natural instinct of human intellect, is expected to be the same in an immersed virtual environment. Hence, grasping in human-computer interaction draws recent research interests with broad applications in computer graphics, artificial intelligence, industrial design, surgery and many more.
Fully autonomous grasping has proven to be a very challenging problem in robotics due to a huge number of possible hand configurations. Moreover, multi-finger endeffector increases the kinematics and dynamics complexity of the system [3] . Modern sensors and technological advancements have provided us with sophisticated sensors that are able to precisely sense the environment and its changes. However, including the human as a part of the environment in system makes the grasping problem relatively simple as humans can choose appropriate feasible posture to perform the interaction task. However, the great number of degrees of freedom of the hand coupled with the space of grasping parameters and the geometry of the object creates a high dimensional problem in configuration space [4] .
Creating physically realistic animation for human grasping is a nontrivial task [5] . Dealing with the virtual world in parallel with the real world always results in discrepancies, as virtual world cannot be expected to obey the laws of physics of the real world. As the user can not actually feel the object, i.e. one-way coupling between the user and the kinematic hand, the touch can result in penetrations or it may seem frictionless. The data from the tracking devices when provided as input to the virtual hand results in driving the kinematic virtual hand but for a feasible grasp it is necessary to add dynamics to the system. Our goal, therefore, is to generate real-time physics-based motion control for grasping a wide variety of objects while providing control solutions for the hand model. Moreover, the way we address the one-way coupling problem is to receive tracking data as input from the tracking device and transfer it to another hand called "proxy hand" in our system so that physics simulation will be carried through this proxy hand.
RELATED RESEARCH
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a relatively mature research field but is one that continually benefits from the emergence of new interaction technologies [1] [6] . Motion tracking methods can be divided into two types, i.e. incorporating a device that user must wear or hold and body-free methods [7] . The later become more and more popular as it involves user as a controller instead of an operator. One of the first widespread device of its kind was the Nintendo WiiMote Controller released in 2006 [7] [8] .
Kinect by Microsoft is another milestone in the fields of robotics and human computer interaction [9] . Several tracking options are possible using Kinect: skeleton, face and hand tracking within an accuracy of 1.3mm [10] . Recently, Oculus has announced the release of Oculus wireless touch controller, to be held in hand and perform grasping tasks by pressing control buttons on the device, thus providing hand the control functionality.
Leap Motion controller was introduced, in 2012, as an affordable new technology claiming to be 200 times more sensitive than existing touch-free technologies [16] . Its basic use is aimed towards hand tracking and gesture recognition. Sabir et al. combined in their research Leap Motion with Kinect and were able to provide six degrees of freedom enhanced tracking [11] . We selected Leap Motion as the starting point for our study because of its promising accuracy, mobility and distance interaction range. Initial tests conducted under regular lightning conditions proved the device efficient to be used as the tracking device for this project.
Grasp planning and optimization have been hot topics since last decade. Most of the grasp planning algorithms are either using offline shape matching [12] or active learning database to store the set of feasible grasps [12] [5] . Very few researchers are working on real-time physics-based interactions without any prior knowledge of the environment because prior synthesized grasp poses are usually natural looking and consistent with the real world data [5] .
OVERVIEW
This section briefly describes the grasp concepts used in literature commonly and the used contact model, assuming the particularly simple case in which all contacts between the fingers and objects are idealized as point contacts followed by our design and approach.
Grasp Statics
Typically a Grasp is described using "friction contact" type and a "grasp matrix". The contact location is expressed by its relative position and orientation with respect to the object reference frame, i.e. goc = (poc ,Roc) where goc takes points from contact coordinates frame and return the coordinates in the object frame, shown geometrically in figure 1.
Grasp matrix is the mapping between the contact forces and the total object force. If we have k fingers in contact with an object, the total wrench on the object is the sum of the object wrenches due to each finger [3] ,
where. grasp map 'G' is the product of wrench transformation matrix, to map contact wrenches to object wrenches, and wrench basis 'Bc'
The "grasp pose" is a combination of the position and orientation for each vector i.e. a vector P = (x, y, z, α, β, γ) ∈ R. (x, y, z) is the object position and (α, β, γ) is the parameterization of its orientation.
We implemented our idea assuming friction point contacts, then calculated wrenches due to each finger in contact and the appropriate finger forces exerted on the grasped object to balance the external forces, using PhysX engine in our simulated environment.
Friction point contact
By default there exists frictionless point contact, where, contact forces can only be applied in the normal direction to the surface of the object. This type of contact can push an object but it cannot pull it.
The applied wrench can be represented as [3]
We can see the need for friction contact analysis here, thus we implemented our contact as Coulomb Friction Model. The model states that "the allowed tangential force is proportional to the applied normal force" [3] (see figure 2 ).
where, is the magnitude of the tangential force, is the magnitude of the normal force, and is the coefficient of friction and its value depends on the materials in contact. In this case, applied wrench can be represented as [3] 
This condition ensures that there will be no slipping as far as the applied forces lie in the friction cones. Therefore, our model efficiently solves the frictionless problem by using friction cones around the contact points transmitting contact forces in normal and tangential directions making it possible to grasp the object firmly. We implemented the frictional grasping by making use of the state-of-the-art physics engine, i.e. PhysX, to ensure that our system performs friction contact analysis for the contact points.
System Architecture
Our system takes human hand as input from the user for the simulated environment. The system block diagram is shown in the figure 3, where simulated environment consists of virtual hand, proxy hand and a few virtual objects of various complexities. The system maps the input hand to a virtual hand model, which behaves only kinematically, and then creates a proxy hand that is coupled with the virtual hand that can provide dynamics to the virtual environment.
Human hand is the main driving factor in the system, and tracking device supplies driven data to the virtual hand in the simulated environment, thus the user can see his avatar hand motion in the virtual system. We have created another controlled proxy hand in the simulated environment which will be our main interactive hand as we will simulate dynamics for this proxy hand. This conceptual design is reminiscent of virtual coupling between a haptic handle and a virtual probe in haptic rendering [15] . We have defined an algorithm to control the motion of proxy hand depending on the collision states, as described in section 4.2.1. Moreover, in our virtual environment we have many objects imported as 3D models having different complexities. The collision detection will be carried between these virtual objects and the proxy hand.
The system takes advantage of the graphics and physics engine of an existing state-of-the art game development engine such as Unity 3D, making it possible to make collision detection possible within the virtual world. The game engine allows us to include physics to any 3D object in the virtual scene by adding required colliders and including rigid body to the object. We have set different friction, weight and drag settings for each object to test the system reliability.
VIRTUAL GRASPING AGORITHMS

Coordinates Mapping
As we are dealing with different coordinate systems for hand tracking and physical simulation thus certain transformations are required for using such a tracking device as Leap Motion device in our game engine.
Leap Motion controller uses right hand rule and it provides coordinates in terms of real world millimeters. As shown in the figure 4(b) [16] , the Leap controller origin is located at the top, center of the hardware. However, Unity uses left handed coordinate system and provides data in meters. Unity itself provides transformations between world space, local space and screen space. We need to convert Leap data to one of unity coordinate systems to make the system compatible in unity frame of reference. Each hand bone collider (i.e. rigid-body) is parameterized using position and rotation vectors. Additionally, we have 3 colliders for each finger plus a palm collider giving 16 colliders in total to be able to perform contact dynamics. For each of these colliders, it is required to perform translations to map their coordinated in world space. The usage of basic mapping extensions is shown below to convert leap data to unity and world frame [16] .
Grasping and Graphical Optimization
Tracking data used as input to the virtual hand may make it difficult to select the contacts between the object and the fingers, thumb, and palm of the hand for grasping firmly. The resulting problem is that the finger colliders keep penetrating inside the object as there is no closed loop control involved between the user hand and virtual hand and the underlying physics engine cannot resolve this problem because colliders follow the data from the tracking device without considering instabilities in the simulation.
We address this issue as penetration depth (PD) problem. PD is the minimum distance required to separate two penetrating/colliding objects. Penetration resolution is itself a huge field in physically-based animation and robotics. In our case we faced penetrations because of the one-way coupling between Leap Motion and the driven kinematic hand; i.e. only Leap Motion drives the motion of the virtual hand, but not vice versa. We resolved this issue by creating another virtual proxy hand driven by the virtual hand. Thus, we resolved penetrations by adding dynamics to the proxy hand to have a feedback loop response for the system. This way we made sure that our system will not go into the penetration state and it will avoid instability. Figure 5 shows penetration resolving for proxy hand, both geometrically and graphically.
Grasping Algorithm
Given an object to be grasped, we have divided our kinematic motion state into C 0 : no-collision phase, C: collision enter phase, C + : collision stay phase, and C -: collision exit phase. The usual robotics denomination of 'free finger' and 'grasping finger' is used here. A free finger is constrained to have no contact with the object whereas a grasping finger is in contact with the object surface [13] . As it is not possible to control movements of virtual hand independently from real hand, we created another virtual hand called "proxy hand". Our proxy hand will follow tracking hand movements at the times when there is no collision but as soon the virtual hand collides with the object it will create a collision enter event to deactivate proxy hand, until the collision event exits. The basic flow chart of our grasping algorithm is shown in figure 6 . We have named fingers as thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky. The total wrench on the object will be the sum of individual wrenches by each finger, using the equation (1),
For a stable grasp at least three fingers should be in contact with the object, depending on the object size and weight. To make sure that our system will use friction cones as explained in equation (2), we edit the friction settings in Unity3D as, Figure 7 shows the identified states of collision in the system. It can be seen that during collision free state objects are separated but as soon as objects collide, system goes into the collision enter state to activate proxy hand. After this frame, all the next frames correspond to collision stay state where objects are still in collision until the collision exits. During collision stay state there is a high probability of objects going into the penetration state, here our method uses dynamic proxy hand to avoid penetrations resulting in relatively stable grasp.
Graphical optimization
We optimize Leap virtual hands to meet our visual needs, that includes rendering both hand models i.e., graphical and physical, as close to each other as possible and providing ways to help user with an effective grasp possibility. Also, several tests are carried out to find best suitable physics engine settings.
To have real-time simulation performance, we do not use the rigged graphical mesh model as physics models (or colliders); instead we use its simplified shapes (called primitives). To do so, we align physics models and rigged graphics models for the virtual hand to optimize as close to the hand mesh as possible using primitive shape colliders, by editing bones positions and rotations. Figure 8 shows the difference between before (left image) and after (right image) proper alignment.
For a physically stable grasp, it is essential that we should provide user a visual idea of the environment clearly. We stumble across the problem that hand sometimes hinders the objects and user cannot see behind the hand which makes grasp posture difficult resulting in an unstable grasp. Hence, we make hand transparent to some extent so that user can actually see the object behind. For this purpose we are using Unity3d transparent type shader to render hand material graphically. By default all materials are rendered with unity alpha value for color giving fully opaque object, we reduced this value to half to have the required transparency.
Our system generates virtual markers at run time for contact points between virtual hands and objects to give the user a visual idea of the contact locations. The markers are created whenever system encounters a CollisionEnter event (C) and destroyed at CollisionExit (C -). We believe that this way assists the system with a feasible grasp possibility.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Leap Motion Controller
Using Leap Motion we can track hand in 3D space and interact with the intelligent devices in a completely new way replacing the old space taking hardware. The hand tracking controller provides an approximately 150º field of view and uses a depth sensor to track hand features up to 1/100th of a millimeter which is sufficient enough for our requirement. Leap Hand Controller is required to be added to the environment as an interface between the application and Leap software for the acquisition of data available through the Frame objects. Leap Motion Unity assets are equipped with a number of hand model prefabs, of two basic types, Graphical hand and Physics hand (see figure 9 ). Our system uses rigged-mesh based human graphical hands and capsule colliders as the base of our collision detection. There are three capsule colliders for each finger and a box collider for palm giving 16 colliders for a hand.
Unity Development Engine
We have chosen the unity game engine for design, rendering and implementing physics in our system. The physics engine used by unity is NIVIDIA PhysX. Leap Motion has provided its plugin for Unity thus making the integration process relatively simple. Once the controller is inside the unity scene, the next task is to make interactions possible between the physics hand and scene game objects. Unity3D allows user to add rigid body and assign suitable collider explicitly to any game object enabling the collision detection possible within the virtual world. Our method runs well at solver iteration count of 50 while contact offset and sleep threshold for rigid bodies are set to default PhysX values.
Discussion
We believe that our proposed algorithm can provide physically realistic grasping dynamically using the leap hand tracking device. However, the evaluation of the system is currently in progress and improvements are possible. Figure 10 shows initial benchmark rendered for different frames showing reaching, grabbing, moving and releasing an object, the hand can be seen penetrating inside the object. In figure 11 , we have shown initial test result using the proposed algorithm to avoid penetrations, the real leap hand that is rendered as human hand graphically is penetrating inside the object but our proxy hand stops at the collision event avoiding penetrations thus giving a stable grasp.
Although for a firm grasp, it seems mandatory to give user the perception of touch or weight so that he can actually sense the object and plan the grasp accordingly. We are planning to improve the system by including haptic to leverage the "out of body" experience of the user using tactile feedback [14] . Moreover, the continuous collision detection can be added using hand mesh collider instead of primitive shape colliders to compute precise contact points for a general mesh hand model, and this will require assigning relative velocities to parts of hand mesh to be controlled from the tracking device.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented our approach to implement real time physical interactions possible in the virtual environment using a tracking device, Leap Motion and game development engine, Unity3D. We aimed to provide realistic grasp in virtual world with friction contacts and no penetrations by including a dynamically controlled proxy hand in the system. Currently, our system is capable of identifying collision status and setting the parameters of our proxy hand accordingly to get a feasible grasp. We believe that our proposed algorithm is a step towards providing physically realistic grasping using kinematic hand models provided by usual tracking devices, also rendering hand as transparent and providing visual markers at contact points in real-time helps the user to prepare a stable grasp.
There remain many improvements possible, by utilizing haptic response to give user more realistic experience. Moreover, it is possible to improve motion tracking by combining two Leap Motion controllers to provide depth information.
